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all in his power to give the child assurance that the new-
ideal can and wiH prevail.
The best assurance is to trust the child, and the skilled
educator is he who knows how far he can extend the trust,
for the temptation must not be too great. To send a really
hungry child, who never has cakes, to sell the cakes made
in the cookery centre, is asking for trouble, and I have not
much patience with the teacher who knew the number but
did not tell the girl because she suspected her. Re-edu-
cation began with a teacher who realized the girl loved
the little cakes and arranged that she should have one for
every six that she sold; at first they counted the cakes
together and worked out what they must be sold for.
When the girl was told to do all the counting and save the
teacher's time her pride was heartening to see.
Finally, apart perhaps from the gay eager encourage-
ment that an elder person can give to the child who
needs help in his attempt at re-education, no force is so
potent as jfche right tone or discipline both in school and
home.
Bagley defines discipline as ' a fashion for good order'
and a naughty child who is removed from a dass in which
his defiance has made frnTn a hero almost immediately
changes his conduct when he finds the fashion demandis
consideration for others, courteous behaviour and hard
work. In this sense discipline is as necessary in the home
as in the small class, in the small dass as in the large. What
types of restriction must be imposed depend, of course,
on the conditions, the size of the room, the sort of work to
be done, the number of people. But so long as the group
is protected against a self-asserting individual ' out' to
be disturbing and—even more important—such an in-
dividual is protected against himself, that community is
adequately dlsdplmed. The * proofs ' of good discipline
under ordinary working conditions are not immediate re-
spouse to an order, for some children may be too absorbed

